
Expertise across multiple industries including finance, 
manufacturing, e-commerce, and IoT

Cross-functional team skilled in Java, JavaScript, ReactJS, 
Node.js

Meet Your Java Team



KATE GORBACHEVSKAYA
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
With over 5 years of experience in 
web application development, 
Kate has developed custom 
software solutions for several 
industries including finance and 
manufacturing. She is passionate 
about all things Java.

PAVEL ZAMULKO
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Pavel is a React-man with more 
than five years of engineering 
experience behind him. He 
spends his free time trying to 
create his own JavaScript game 
with the dream of building the 
next Minecraft.

IRYNA LARIONAVA
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
With more than 6 years of 
experience in web application 
development, Iryna seeks to find the 
best compromise between simple, 
efficient code and business 
requirements. She never hesitates to 
speak out, and is always excited to 
learn something new.



EVGENIY PANKOV
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Evgeniy is a talented Java 
developer with almost 5 years of 
experience. His Oracle DBA 
background proves his deep 
understanding of database 
concepts. His team members 
value him for his analytical mind, 
positive approach, creative 
problem solving, excellent 
teamwork and communication 
skills. 

SERGEY VALEVICH
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
A savvy Software Engineer with 
4+ years of experience in all key 
stages of SDLC with a focus on 
analysis, design, development, 
and maintenance. Sergey took 
part in developing software 
solutions (web and mobile) using 
Java and Android for several 
industries including e-commerce 
and IoT.

MAKSIM CHEPELEV
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
A results-driven software 
developer with around 2 years of 
experience, Maksim has a fluid 
understanding of multiple 
programming languages and 
concepts. These include Java, C, 
Python and Node.js. He’s a 
proactive learner with a flair for 
adopting emerging trends and 
addressing industry requirements 
to achieve organizational 
objectives. 

DARYA BUSEL
DEVOPS/SOFTWARE 
ENGINEER
Darya is a well-rounded 
DevOps/Software Developer 
comfortable working with Java, 
J2EE stack and Web Services. She 
has experience in designing and 
implementing automated 
Continuous Integration and 
Continuous Delivery. Darya is a 
disciplined individual with strong 
organizational skills and high 
ethical standards.



A dedicated team with experience in development of web 
applications focused on front-end and UI solutions.

Skilled in JavaScript, ReactJS, Angular, Vue.js, HTML5, CSS3, 
SASS, LESS, jQuery, Bootstrap.

Meet Your Web 
Development Team



Meet Your Team
Why You Are Going to Love Building Software With Us

ALEKSEY POLESHCHUK
WEB DEVELOPER 

Aleksey is a software engineer with 7 
years of practical experience in 
developing web applications using 
HTML/CSS and versatile JavaScript 
frameworks (ReactJS, Angular, 
Knockout.js), ensuring cross-browser 
and cross-device compatibility. He 
thrives in a fast-paced environment.

ANASTASIYA MALINKOVICH
WEB DEVELOPER 

Anastasiya is a web developer with over 
4+ years of experience. She has proven 
expertise in the development of web 
applications focused on front-end and 
UI solutions. Anastasiya is proficient in 
JavaScript, Vue.js, jQuery, HTML, CSS, 
CMS integration, web standards, and 
accessibility. She also has a strong 
knowledge of Photoshop. 

ALEKSANDR LAGUN
WEB DEVELOPER 
Aleksandr is a well-rounded web 
developer with 3+ years of experience 
in JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, SASS, 
LESS, jQuery. He possesses a strong 
knowledge and wide experience in 
responsive web design and front-end 
development. Alex has professional 
expertise in Adobe Photoshop and 
Adobe Illustrator.



Meet Your .NET Team
15+ years of combined software engineering experience

Expertise across multiple industries

Cross-functional team skilled in .NET, JavaScript, Angular



DMITRY VASILYUK
MIDDLE SOFTWARE ENGINEER 

Dmitry is a well-rounded .NET engineer 
with 3+ years of experience in both back 
(.NET framework: .NET Core, MVC, 
WebForms) and frontend development 
(Angular). He is a hard-working, self-
motivated, and detail-oriented person 
with the ability to quickly learn new 
technologies.

VIKTOR VERBITSKIY
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Viktor is a lead .NET developer with 
around 10 years of experience and 
strong background in full life cycle of 
software development process. His 
excellent leadership, analytical, and 
troubleshooting skills help him 
coordinate multiple activities in a 
complex technical environment. Viktor 
has developed custom software 
solutions (both web and desktop) using 
.NET framework for several industries, 
including finance and trading.

ANDREY SAMOKHVAL
MIDDLE SOFTWARE ENGINEER 

Andrey is a diligent and hard-working 
.NET Developer with 4 years of 
experience. His strong communication 
skills and ability to quickly adapt and 
leverage new technologies and tools 
help him constantly develop. Andrey is 
passionate about all things .NET.
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